This document is to provide some tips and observations when using chat in the career fair environment.

**Display name inconsistency**
In your career fair profile, you can update your first and last name. This may not reflect in the top right profile
- especially for chat
- attendee will see their username like for dummy accts

**It is ok. Recruiters and peers will actually see your display name on the main profile display on right-hand sidebar during chats**, but they may also see some username displayed in the group chat area.

**Note: Display profile image inconsistent**
You can edit your profile image for chat (reddish background)...but in the main lobby area (blue-ish background) your profile image may not display.
Lobby links are not active until tomorrow when the career fair opens. Only the lounge and the Info Desk will be active during the Networking Lounge period.
Tip: I can upload my nicely formatted resume.

The recruiter can view the link in the attendee profile and open into a window.
Tip: Waiting in Multiple booth lines
You can “checkmark” a company group chat and have multiple queues of group chats that I’m interested in participating in. This is like waiting in many lines at one time.

Tip: Watch for new responses
There will be a red indicator with a number of new messages in the group chat listing.
Tip: Direct Chatting

As an attendee I could start a direct chat with a rep...appears in my list.


Tip: Answering the call

Attendees will see screen gray-out and a prompt in the middle of the screen and a ringtone that the recruiters is calling
Tip: Maximize the Video/Voice call display in bottom left corner
Once connected, the video or voice will appear as a small box in the bottom right corner with options to maximize the window.

Full-screen is possible.
Tip: Allow browser notifications for vfairs
This will allow alerts for chats and call notifications

The browser has its own settings to allow notifications from websites. You may get a prompt when loading the site.

E.g. chrome browser
cr://settings/content

Tip: Who is online?
Clicking on the vfairs support chat, I could see my right-hand list display the online users. Each group chat will display a dark gray box with the number of active users in the “booth”. Once you click in the char, the right sidebar updates with the list of online participants - highlighting the booth reps at the top. You can gauge volume of people